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Jehan Alain, a Centenary Tribute...in the hundred years since his birth, Alain’s remarkable and original works have achieved world renown.

Jehan Alain: Litanies (1937) –Marie-Claire Alain (1752 Valrini-1971 Schwenkedale/Cathedral Saint Christophe, Belfort) Erato 88194


Alain: Fantasy No. 1 (1933) –Yves Rechsteiner (Alain household organ/Maison de la Dime, Romainmotier, Switzerland) Gallo 850; Marie-Claire Alain (1899 Ghyss-1988 Cicheko/ Basilique Saint-Feurjex, Besancon) Erato 80214

Alain: Intermesso (1935) –Christophe Mantoux (1890 Cavaille-Coll/St. Ouen, Rouen) Motette 13651

Alain: Aria (1938) –Cheryl戈ffin, Hoffman, flute; Bruce Nescwick (1988 Wilhelm/Alb’s School Chapel, Washington, DC) Raven 840

Alain: 3: Movements for Violin and Organ (1934) –Claude Bonal; violin; Georges Guillard , organ. Arion 68148

Alain: Chorale Variations, Sacris solomoni (1933); St. Nicholas March (1938) –Camerata Saint-Louis/ Georges Guillard, conductor; Gerard Boulanger, Jean-Luc Ramecourt, trumpets; Isabelle Gascul-Villelville, percussion; Etienne Baillot (1967 Gonzalez/Salle Messiaen, ORTF Studios, Paris) Arion 68321

Alain: Priere pour nos-autres charnels (1938) –Sequenz 9.Vocal Ensemble/Catherine Simoniopietri, director; Marie-Claire Alain (1903 Motin/Saint-Germain in Laye) Sisyph 004

Alain: Lamento (1930) –Georges Guillard (1967 Gonzalez/Salle Messiaen, ORTF Studios, Paris) Arion 68447

Alain: Prelude (1935) –Désiré N’Kaaoua, piano. Soloiste 027

Alain: Prelude & Fugue (1935) –Guy Bovet (Alain household organ/Maison de la Dime, Romainmotier, Switzerland) Gallo 851

Alain: Sarabande for Organ, Strings and Timpani (1938) –The Royal Symphony/Jean-Jacques Kantorow, conductor; Marie-Claire Alain (1993 Jann/Bamberg Concert Hall, Germany) Erato 69708


Alain: Ave Maria (1937) –Delphine Collot, soprano; Georges Guillard, organ. Arion 68148

We also encourage you to listen to two archived PIPEDREAMS programs featuring commentary by Jehan Alain’s sister, Marie-Claire Alain, the universally acclaimed re-creating artist, recording artist and teacher, through whose determined artistry her brother’s composition have become universally known...Alain on Alain (Part 1) #0728 devoted to the Alain household organ and the particular accomplishments of Marie-Claire Alain; and Alain On Alain (Part 2) #0729 featuring more of the works of Jehan Alain (February 3, 1911-June 20, 1940):

www.pipedreams.org/listings/2007/0728/

From American Public Media, PIPEDREAMS® is public radio’s weekly program dedicated to the artistry of the pipe organ. Host Michael Barone’s celebration of the “king of instruments” is heard on stations nationwide. Visit www.pipedreams.org to locate a broadcast station in your area.

APBCA is a proud supporter of PIPEDREAMS®
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